Monitoring Development:
FunShine Assessment
Authentic Assessment: Keeping It Simple!
In recent years, there has been a dramatic increase in societal and government initiatives promoting
accountability in early childhood. Quality rating systems have been developed in numerous states, state
child care licensing agencies are asking for proof of developmentally appropriate curriculum being
implemented, and parents want to know that their children are in an optimal learning environment.
School systems and government agencies are tasked to set goals, track progress, analyze strengths
and weaknesses in programs, and use this information to inform lesson planning and individualization.
They must report on their achievements and endure consequences for unmet goals. Early childhood
education and intervention programs are increasingly being asked to prove their worth. This means that
in addition to implementing a solid, research-based curriculum, teachers must link that curriculum to
assessment. It’s more than a bit overwhelming for teachers!
In order to assist you, we have developed an authentic assessment process based on observation that
easily pairs with FunShine curriculum. Printable resources and training videos have been placed online.
Before we introduce you to it, however, let’s start with some background information on assessment.
“Assessment is the process of gathering information about children from several forms of evidence,
then organizing and interpreting that information.” (McAfee, Leong & Bodrova, 2004, p. 3)
“The National Early Childhood Assessment Resource Group summarized the purposes for
appropriate uses of assessment in the early childhood years as follows:
• Assessing to promote children’s learning and development
• Identifying children for health and social services
• Monitoring trends and evaluating programs and services
• Assessing academic achievement to hold individual students, teachers, and schools
accountable” (Shepard, Kagan, Lynn & Wurtz, 1998, pp. 20–21)
Why is assessment such a hot topic in early childhood? It’s important for a number of reasons.
For starters, assessment assures that curriculum is comprehensive, giving attention to all areas of
development. It also measures school readiness, which is especially important in economically
disadvantaged homes/communities. Assessment can also be used to identify special needs and
for intervention with children who have developmental delays, as well as children simply needing
some individualized instruction. Finally, it can enhance social, language, and academic skills through
responsive early care and education. Ultimately, it can contribute to better outcomes for children, when
it is done carefully.
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Considerations/Cautions
There are a number of things that are important to keep in mind when you begin assessing children.
The tools and process that you choose to utilize must be reliable and valid. Do they give you the
information you are seeking? Is the observation based on what you actually see as opposed to what you
expect to see? How is the information going to be used? Be careful—assessment done incorrectly and
with bias can easily lead to typecasting or categorizing children.
Our role as teachers is only to measure a child’s individual progress over time. It is not appropriate to
measure one child against another. Also, teachers typically do not have the training or the expertise
to make any kind of a formal diagnosis. While we may have a hunch that a child may be ahead of (or
behind in) developmental milestones, our most important role in cases of concern is to alert parents, be
supportive, and provide them with good community resources so they can pursue additional help from
specialists.
So, to sum it up: “Assessments can make crucial contributions to the improvement of children’s wellbeing, but only if they are well designed, implemented effectively, developed in the context of systematic
planning, and are interpreted and used appropriately.” (National Research Council, 2008)
Authentic Assessment with FunShine Express and FunShine Digital Training
FunShine provides live training on using the FunShine Authentic Assessment. Links to recorded trainings
that will help you learn about our assessment process are available at funshineexpress.com under the
Training tab.
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Authentic Assessment Process
Below is the three-step process to use with our free online resources. All documents can be found in
PDF form at funshineexpress.com under the Assessment tab.
Step 1 – Plan Activities to Observe

We cover each Indicator at least once in every 3 month
period. Look for the checkmark and highlighted indicators at
the top of activities and observe/assess those.
If you would like to select different activities for assessment,
or work with a different time frame for assessment
checkpoints, you may do so.
An Activity List of those recommended for assessment is
also available online at funshineexpress.com under the
Resources tab. You will find that many of the activities cover
multiple skills. This helps keep observation manageable.
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Language /Literacy

Math

Science

Social Studies

Social/Emotional

Approaches to Learning

Physical/Health

Assessment should be an ongoing process, with meetings to inform
parents held several times per year. We suggest assessing in three
month periods, followed with a parent meeting at the conclusion
of each. Assess between Sept.-Nov., Dec.-Feb., March-May, and
June-Aug. Hold parent meetings in November, February, May, and
August.

Creative Arts

The Indicators are aligned to your state standards, which can be
found at funshineexpress.com under the Alignments tab.

Early Learning and Deve
lopment Continuum
3 Year Olds
36-48 months

Goal

L1: Receptive
Understands spoken
Language (Listening) language
L2: Expressive
Communicates
Language (Speaking) with others

L1.1(3) Follows directions;

understands rhymes/texts/conversa
tions; knows verbal/nonverbal

L2.1(3) Speaks and is understood;
gains meaning from stories/text/conversatio
ns
L2.2(3) Uses rapidly expanding
vocabulary; understands
words from many topics
L2.3(3) Expands sentences
using age-appropriate grammar
L3.1(3) Listens to fiction/nonfiction
books; retells parts of texts;
understands story structure
L3.2(3) With adult help, answers
questions/acts out parts/identifies
characters from texts
L3.3(3) Begins to exhibit phonological
awareness; rhyming words/alliteration/sylla
bles
L3.4(3) Begins to develop
alphabetic knowledge; sings
ABC song/identifies some
letters
L4.1(3) Scribbles letter-like
forms; draws shapes/people
to retell recent events

4 and 5 Year Olds
Indicators
cues

L1.1(4) Follows multi-step

directions; understands more

complex rhymes/texts/conversa
tions

L2.1(4) Asks questions and
responds in conversation;
shares opinions/experiences/i
deas
L2.2(4) Understands/uses
growing vocabulary, including
more abstract concepts
creates complex sentences
using some correct grammar
L3.1(4) Listens to/retells various
texts; knows process of reading;
understands roles of author
L3.2(4) Recalls texts by showing
and illustrator
with play/media; answers
questions; connects own
L3.3(4) Exhibits age-appropriate
experiences
L4: Writing
phonological awareness;
Develops writing
associates sounds with letters/words
L3.4(4) Shows growing alphabetic
to communicate
knowledge; names/recognizes
most letters/sounds
M1: Number Sense,
L4.1(4) Draws people; responds
Understands numbers M1.1(3)
to texts; describes/dictates
Counts to 10/identifies some
Quantity, and
experiences; prints some
and quantities
numerals/compares quantities/understands
letters in words
Operations
ordinals
M1.1(4) Counts to 20+; identifies
M1.2(3) Understands adding
more/less/equal; subitizes;
to/subtracting from group
uses ordinals
M2: Geometry and
makes it larger/smaller
Recognizes shapes and M2.1(3)
M1.2(4) Understands adding/subtracting
Locates/names different sizes/orientations
Spatial Sense
spatial relationships
from set; divides sets into
pictures
of shapes; describes attributes;
parts up to fourths
uses shapes in
M2.1(4) Names/describes/comp
M2.2(3) Uses positional words
ares 2D and 3D shapes; uses
shapes independently
to describe location and directions
shapes to create representations
M3: Measurement
Measures and
of objects; copies/draws
to move from place to place
M3.1(3) Uses words to describe
and Data
M2.2(4) Uses relational words
differences in weight; observes
collects data
to describe location and increasingly
ways to use tools to measure
complex directions to move
objects
M3.1(4) Describes/compares
M3.2(3) With adult support,
understand time concepts measurable attributes between groups; measures
collects and records information
M4: Patterns,
(standard/non-standard);
Uses patterns,
begins to
M4.1(3) Recognizes/duplicates
Sorting/Classifying,
M3.2(4) Shows growing ability
simple patterns; identifies
sorting, classifying,
of like objects
to collect/describe/record
pattern groups; seriates groups
Reasoning
information to answer questions
and reasoning
M4.1(4) Duplicates/extends/cre
M4.2(3) Grows in matching/sorting/class
ates new patterns; seriates
groups of like objects in multiple
ifying by color/shape/size;
ways
classifies by one attribute
M4.3(3) Uses simple strategies
M4.2(4) Matches/sorts/classifie
to solve math problems; experiments
solutions; builds structures
s by texture and describes
with puzzles/blocks to create
sorting rules; classifies by
to work toward goals
SC1: Observation
multiple attributes
M4.3(4) Uses multiple strategies
Uses scientific inquiry SC1.1(3)
to solve math problems; solves
Makes increasingly complex
and Inquiry
moves
through
puzzles; uses blocks to build
process to reach a goal
observations/predictions/plans
structures to create solutions;
to investigate
SC1.1(4) Uses steps of scientific
SC1.2(3) Uses tools/technology
observations; draws conclusions;inquiry to purposely explore; asks questions/seeks
to investigate; groups materials
SC2: Physical Science Understands
answers; makes predictions
classifies by function
according
to
features
based on
SC2.1(3) With help, explores
SC1.2(4) Uses equipment/tools/techn
changing speed/direction
light, sound, force,
sound; observes how properties
using different forces; experiments
ology to gather information
of matter can transform
to investigate
with light/ SC2.1(4) With
movement, and matter
help, predicts/experiments
with movement; creates/describes
observes/describes how matter
SC3: Life Science
different sounds; explores
Identifies attributes
changes forms
shadows/light;
SC3.1(3) Compares attributes/properties
of living and
of living/non-living things;
knows basic needs of living
sees changes over lifespans;
things (food, water, shelter)
non-living things
SC3.1(4) Groups/classifies/comp
SC3.2(3) Shows respect for
things (food chains, sun energy, ares living/non-living things; describes life cycles;
living things
SC4: Earth Science
knows and explains basic
habitats)
Recognizes features of SC4.1(3)
needs of living
Describes features of earth/sky;
and Environment
SC3.2(4) Shows respect/cares
earth and sky
describes common weather
for living things
in current season
SC4.2(3) Begins to understand
SC4.1(4)
Compares
people
share environment with other
seasons; describes weather
must care for it
and how it changes daily;
people/animals/plants, and
SS1: History and
describes effects of sunlight
we
SC4.2(4) Engages in caring
Understands time and SS1.1(3)
for the environment and conservation
Shows awareness of time/sequence
Events
historical events
of events/routines; uses time-related
understand change over time
terms; begins to
SS1.1(4) Follows/predicts/expla
SS1.2(3) Describes recent
ins time/sequence of events;
past events/annual holidays/birthdays/cult
interacts with calendars; creates
SS2: Geography
Appreciates people
timelines
ural celebrations
SS2.1(3) Describes things
and Symbolic
SS1.2(4) Describes historically
in environment at school/home;
and the environment
people/places/things
significant events/observances
builds roads/houses with
Representation
in American history
blocks; draws
SS2.1(4) Describes geography
of places; identifies familiar
number and address
symbols/landmarks; makes
SS3: Culture, Family, Relates
simple maps; begins to learn
culture, family, SS3.1(3) Shows
phone
and Community
appreciation
and community
of self/family/community of family/cultural stories/music/rhymes; identifies
cultural characteristics SS3.1(4)
Shows awareness of diverse
SS3.2(3) Understands family
cultural backgrounds; appreciates
roles/relationships/rules/chores
arts/music/world culture
SS3.3(3) Recognizes/identifies
SS3.2(4) Describes family
some community helpers/parents’
SS4: Government,
roles/relationships/rules
Knows about
jobs; role-plays jobs in play
SS4.1(3) Follows class/home/communit
Economics, and
SS3.3(4) Describes roles of
government,
y rules with help; tells why
community helpers/parents’
rules
are
important
Technology
jobs; role-plays wide variety
economic systems,
SS4.1(4) Recognizes community
of jobs in play
SS4.2(3) Understands adults
rules; talks about rules/consequences,
awareness of governance/democrac
and technology
work for money to pay for
rights of self and others; fairness;
needs/wants
things; awareness of difference
y
growing
between
SS4.2(4) Knows payment
comes in different forms;
SS4.3(3) Uses familiar technology;
differentiates between needs/wants
SE1: Self-Awareness Understands
tries unfamiliar technology
and explains how to fulfill
with help
and
them
SE1.1(3) Describes self and
and Self-Concept
SS4.3(4) Uses technology
things they can do; understands
appreciates self
for variety of purposes with
first/last name
being part of family or classroom;
help
says
SE1.1(4) Recognizes similarities
SE1.2(3) Expresses preferences;
between self/others; develops
chooses activities that come
positive self-image; says full
easily
name
SE1.3(3) Shows awareness
SE1.2(4) Expresses preferences/opinions;
of abilities and interest in
SE2: Trust and
others’ work; cleans play area
Develops trust and
makes choices
with prompting
SE2.1(3) Interacts with familiar
Relationships
SE1.3(4) Shows confidence
adults and less familiar adults;
relationships
in abilities and interests; respect
accepts guidance
for work of others; takes pride
SE2.2(3) Interacts with multiple
SE2.1(4) Seeks help/approval;
in cleaning up
accepts help to solve conflicts children; forms special friendships; participates
uses appropriate behavior
with adults
in group play;
SE3: Feelings and
SE2.2(4) Participates as member
Understands feelings
SE3.1(3) Acknowledges emotions/feelings
of a group, cooperating/playing
Emotions
with others; resolves some
and emotions
of others; may offer to meet
conflicts
needs of others
SE3.2(3) Explores emotions
SE3.1(4)
through play/art/music/dance;
Shows empathy/caring for
SE4: Self-Regulation Regulates
others; responds to others’
provides reasons for feelings
behavior
SE4.1(3) Demonstrates increasing
emotions appropriately
SE3.2(4) Recognizes/describes
self-direction/independence/control;
wide range of emotions in
handles transitions
self/others; gives strategies
AL1: Curiosity,
SE4.1(4) Manages behavior;
for dealing with negative
Shows curiosity,
shows age-appropriate self-regulation;
emotions
AL1.1(3) Shows willingness
Initiative, and
to others’ emotions
to participate; eager to join
initiative, and
considers social standards
play; tries new activities
before responding
Risk-Taking
risk-taking
AL1.1(4) Shows creativity/inventivenes
s in play; shows inquisitiveness
AL2: Creative
about subjects
Uses creative thinking, AL2.1(3)
Generates ideas in play; creates
Thinking, Problemproblem-solving,
imaginative stories; attempts
joke-telling
Solving, Reasoning
AL2.2(3) Asks more complex
and reasoning
AL2.1(4) Participates creatively
questions; makes comparisons;
in play situations; changes
explores cause/effect relationships
words in sentences to employ
AL2.2(4) Gathers information/asks
humor; tells/repeats simple
AL2.3(3) Begins to think problems
jokes
complex questions to understand
and cause/effect reasoning
AL3: Attention,
through; makes simple plan
a concept; makes/explains
Shows attention,
with help
comparisons; uses if/then
AL3.1(3) Attends to tasks
Engagement,
AL2.3(4)
even when challenged; ignores
Uses new strategies to solve
engagement,
some interruptions/distractio
a problem; generates ideas,
and Persistence
shares best solution; makes
ns
and persistence
AL3.1(4) Works at a task despite
a plan before task
problems, distractions, or
interruptions
AL4: Memory
Uses memory
AL4.1(3) Recalls and applies
and Reflection
routine knowledge; plays
and reflection
memory games
PD1: Physical Health, Shows
AL4.1(4) Reflects and applies
knowledge of past experiences
healthy growth PD1.1(3) Joins
to new situations
Growth
active play and exercise for
and development
extended time; develops
strength/flexibility/stamina
PD1.1(4) Joins moderate/vigorous
PD1.2(3) Identifies healthy/unhealthy
play activities and exercise
while playing on equipment/creating
for extended time; develops
PD2: Gross Motor
foods; tries new foods, expresses
new
Uses gross motor skills PD2.1(3)
strength/flexibility/stam
games
preferences
ina
Moves body to travel/play
Development
PD1.2(4) Exhibits knowledge
games
about healthy eating/good
nutrition/benefits of healthy
PD2.2(3) Coordinates body
PD2.1(4) Refines mobility
diet; tries new foods
movements in place with
and moves with a purpose
increasing skill
PD2.3(3) Shows/applies increasing
PD2.2(4) Coordinates body
PD3: Fine Motor
flexibility/balance/bilateral
movements in place to accomplish
Uses fine motor skills
control during activities/games
a goal
PD3.1(3) Refines wrist/finger
Development
PD2.3(4) Demonstrates flexibility/bilateral
movements; pours from small
container without spilling,
control in purposeful movements
PD3.2(3) Shows growing hand/eye
folds paper, etc. PD3.1(4)
Uses small, precise hand movements
coordination; strings beads,
uses lacing cards, etc.
to complete tasks; fastens
PD3.3(3) Uses tools requiring
clothing, attempts tying shoes,
PD3.2(4) Demonstrates more
small muscle dexterity (e.g.,
PD4: Safety
etc.
precise hand/eye coordination;
crayons/markers)
Practices
forms more recognizable
PD4.1(3) Recognizes/avoids
Awareness and Self- self-care safety and
PD3.3(4) Uses tools that require
shapes with playdough, weaves,
potentially harmful items/situations
health/safety rules
strength/dexterity with moderate
etc.
with guidance; follows
Care
control (e.g., holds scissors
PD4.1(4) Identifies/alerts others
correctly to cut shapes)
PD4.2(3) Develops independence
to harmful items/behaviors/situati
in daily self-care routines
ons with guidance; identifies
(e.g.,
dresses/undresses
safety/health
rules
with assistance)
CA1: Visual Arts
PD4.2(4) Exhibits independent
Appreciates the
CA1.1(3) Creates art with
self-care in daily routines
fasteners)
various media/techniques
(e.g., dresses/undresses independently
visual arts
except for difficult
CA1.1(4) Creates art using
various techniques/colors/text
CA1.2(3) Shows interest in
via art
others’ art and comments
ures/shapes; responds to
CA2: Music
with prompting
literature; depicts experiences/feelings
Enjoys music
CA2.1(3) Knows/sings songs;
CA1.2(4) Appreciates art creations
employs tone (loud and soft)
of others and art events; shares
in songs
CA2.2(3) Explores musical
likes/dislikes
CA2.1(4) Uses singing voice
rhythm/patterns/beat through
CA3: Movement
to echo short melodies/tone
movement/instruments/props
Participates in
CA3.1(3) Participates in creative
and Dance
CA2.2(4) Explores/repeats/create
movement activities/dance
movement and dance
s rhythms/patterns/beats
with
movements,
instruments, or props
CA4: Dramatic Play
CA3.1(4) Designs original
Engages in
movements and interpretations
CA4.1(3) Participates in creative
and Imagination
dramatic play/make believe
dramatic play
CA4.1(4) Shows growing creativity/imagination
CA4.2(3) Uses/makes props
assuming different roles in
and reality
to represent other objects
DL1: Receptive
play; understands difference
(box is a boat); acts out familiar
Listens to and
between pretend
DL1.1(Middle) Follows simple
roles (teacher)
Language (Listening comprehends
CA4.2(4) Uses props in more
routine directions in second
creative ways during play
in rhyming activities; understands
language with adult support;
(molds playdough to represent
and Understanding) language
some words
participates
DL1.1(Later) Follows 1- and
a phone)
2-step directions in second
language with help; gains
DL2: Expressive
meaning from texts/conversations
Communicates
DL2.1(Middle) Combines
Language (Speaking with others
words from home/second
participates in two-way conversations
language to communicate
Second Language)
needs/wants;
DL2.1(Later) Communicates
with others in second language;
expanding sentences with
©
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increased vocabulary

Dual Lang.
Learners

All FunShine curriculum activities are labeled with Indicators.
A comprehensive list of those codes and the Developmental
Continuum is included in your Starter Pack. Domains, Subdomains,
Goals, and Indicators are identified for infants to 5 year olds.

Domain/Subdomain

L3: Foundational
Reading

Gains meaning
from print

L2.3(4) Connects phrases;

Step 2 – Gather Evidence, Adjust Curriculum, and Build a Portfolio for each child
Once you have decided which activities you will observe, set aside some time to prepare by thinking
about the skills you are assessing. All activities with assessment opportunities identified include
guidance for the behaviors to look for in the Observation section, included in a blue font. For more
information about individual Indicators, you may also refer to the online version of our Developmental
Continuum.
•

We created the Group Assessment Worksheet to help you record your
observations and anecdotal evidence for more than one child at a time.
Be sure to take objective notes that record a child’s skills and not your
opinion. Children’s behavior will be most natural if they are not aware you
are making an observation, so take notes discreetly. Record the activity
title, date of the observation, and the page number at the top of the
sheet. Enter each child’s name or initials in the column on the left. List
the Indicator codes you are observing for each child. Finally, record quick
observations.

Group Assessment
Worksheet
Activity:______________________________________________
_____ Date:_______________________
Curriculum Page #:__________
CHILD’S NAME

INDICATORS

N=Not Yet

E=Emerging

OBSERVED BEHAVIOR:

Y=Yes
N, E, Y

FunShine Express

©

•

As you observe, consider whether the child is proficiently using the skill.
Ask yourself, “Are the activities meeting the children’s needs? Does a child need extra practice or help
in a particular area? How can I adapt an activity to give a child extra practice or extend learning?”
After you observe, you will use the notes you take to help you adjust future activities daily.

•

After you observe the children in the group, take some time to note how each child was performing
the skill. There are three performance levels:
N (Not yet) – child is not able to complete this skill
E (Emerging) – child is attempting, but needs some assistance		
Y (Yes) – child can complete the skill on his/her own
NA (Not Assessed) – not assessed during this period
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As an example for assigning performance levels, if you were observing M4.3 and children working to
solve puzzles, you might record the following behaviors:
N – J was unable to fit pieces of the puzzle together, became frustrated, and quickly chose another
activity.
E – J worked on fitting the pieces of the puzzle together but became frustrated. She asked me for help,
and we completed the remainder of the puzzle together.
Y – J spent several minutes putting together one puzzle. When she finished, she asked for a puzzle with
more pieces.
Use Observations to Individualize Lesson Plans
Once you have recorded your observations and assigned a performance level (N, E, or Y) for the
Indicator, this will help you individualize similar future activities. Here are some ways you could
individualize for each level in the scenario above:
N – Provide colorful puzzles with less pieces; ask a child who is proficient with puzzles to sit and help
the child solve the puzzle; join the child and talk about strategies to solve a puzzle (matching colors,
matching parts of pictures, etc.) and then guide the child to solve the puzzle with help; encourage
parents to offer puzzle practice at home.
E – Provide other puzzles with a similar number of pieces and more opportunities to practice;
encourage the child to work with a peer to solve a puzzle; sit with the child and talk about their
strategies to solve the puzzle.
Y – Provide more difficult puzzles to complete (more details in the picture; more pieces; smaller pieces);
allow a child to create their own puzzle using a picture they created or a picture from a magazine.
Individualizing activities allows you to meet the needs of all children in your class. Observing and
assessing help you know where a child is developmentally and how to help them continue growing and
developing each skill. Whether a child needs more support or needs more of a challenge, making notes
about individualization is helpful to you, and may be necessary depending on requirements from your
state licensing agency.
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Transfer Observations to the Child Progress Report
FunShine has created a simple way for you to track all
observations for each Indicator during the year in one
place. You may purchase an age-appropriate Child Progress
Report for each child in your facility, or you may print Child
Progress Reports from our website at funshineexpress.com
under the Assessment tab.
Once you have observations recorded on the Group
Observation Worksheet, you can transfer the information
to the individual Child Progress Reports.

Infant
0-12 months

Young Toddler
9-18 months

Older Toddler
16-36 months

3 Year Olds
36-48 months

4 and 5
Year Olds

Child Child Child C
hild
Pro
ss RepPr
ort
Report
ss gre
Progre
Child
Pro
og
gress
Rerepo
Pss
rortgRe
repsor
s Rtepo

rt

Language and
Literacy Development

L2: Expressive Language (Cont.)

L1: Receptive Language
understands
L1.1 Follows multi-step directions;
rhymes, texts, and conversations
Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

more complex

L2.3 Connects phrases; creates complex sentences
correct grammar

NA

Y

E

N

Child’s Name:

Child’s Name:

in conversation;
L2.1 Asks questions and responds
shares opinions, experiences, and ideas

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

using some

L3: Foundational Reading

L2: Expressive Language
Date:

Date:

N

NA

Y

E

N

Date of Birth:
Date of Birth:
Child’s Name:
Child’s Name:Date: Observation:
Child’s NamDate of Birth:
Observation:
Date:
e:

E

Y

NA

process
L3.1 Listens to and retells various texts; knows
roles of author, etc.
Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

of reading;

N

Date of Birth:

E

Y

NA

Date of
Birt

h:

Observation:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

vocabulary,
L2.2 Understands and uses growing
abstract concepts

including more

N

E

Y

NA

answers
L3.2 Recalls texts by showing with play and media;
questions; connects own experiences

N

E

Y

NA

We have planned for each Indicator to be assessed once
every three months. Our Child Progress Reports provide
space to consolidate your observations for the year. You
can record the observation date, the notes you took, and the performance level at the time of each
observation.
Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

Date:

Observation:

5
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Keeping Organized: Building a Portfolio
Set up a folder or binder for each child. Keep the Child Progress Reports there. Collect a variety of
work samples and/or pictures and videos of each child playing and mastering certain skills. Date them
accordingly. You do not need to have work samples for every single indicator. Be selective and include
those that are meaningful representations. Too much material makes binders difficult to manage and is
overwhelming for you and parents.
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Step 3 – Meet with Parents
At the end of your assessment period, be sure you have your Child Progress Reports up to date. Select
the work samples, pictures, or videos you want to share with parents ahead of time. The Child Progress
Report is similar to a “report card format” that parents will understand, and they will be able to see their
child’s progress at each meeting. If you feel nervous, remember that parents are often nervous for these
meetings, too!
Set aside some time without interruptions. When you meet with parents, focus on each child’s strengths
and the growth you have seen. Use stories such as, “I remember his (curiosity, problem-solving) when
he was working on this project, or “I extended this activity to give her an extra challenge because she
already knew this skill and look what she was able to accomplish!,” or “She loves to (play ball with a
friend). Does she have a chance to practice that with friends away from school? It is a great way to build
physical and social skills!”
Be sure to ask parents to share some of their observations or concerns so you can discuss how you can
be mutually supportive at home and school to set goals and maximize growth in their child.
If necessary, know who you can refer a child or family to for additional assistance. Trust your instinct and
know your limits.
We suggest meeting with parents at the conclusion of each assessment period. You could use the
following schedule for assessing and parent meetings:
Assessment 1:
September-November
Meeting 1: End of November
Assessment 2:
December-February		
Meeting 2: End of February
Assessment 3:
March-May			
Meeting 3: End of May
Assessment 4:
June-August			
Meeting 4: End of August
Keeping parents informed about their child’s progress helps them become partners in their child’s
education!
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Assessment Cycle Overview
As you can see, assessment takes place on a daily basis, whether you are doing a formal observation or
making changes to activities based on the results from your observations (individualizing). Assessment is
a cycle and can be summarized by the steps below:
1. Choose activities to observe and assess. Use the Activity List to
help you identify activities.
ent
for Assessm
Activity List -2021
2. Locate the activity in the curriculum guide or on FunShine
2020
Digital. Read the activity and the Observation guidelines
provided. Think about the Indicator you are observing and
the kinds of behaviors you expect to see. Print the Group
Observation Worksheet and fill in information before children
arrive. Implement the activity. Sit off to the side so you can
observe and take notes without being obvious.
3. Be sure to assign a performance level to each observation while
the activity is still fresh in your mind.
4. Look at lesson plans for the rest of the week. Make notes on
activities where the skill will be addressed again to help you
individualize the activity for each child.
5. Transfer notes from the Group Observation Worksheet to the Child Progress Report.
SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL

PHYSICAL/HEALTH

Self-Awareness and Self-Concept SE1
Sep, We Are So Proud, p. 19

Physical Health/Growth PD1

SE1.1

SE1.2

SE1.3

Nov, Thank You Streamers, Part 1, p. 30

Oct, My Body Can Stretch, p. 48

PD1.1

Sep, Super Circle Course, p. 12

PD1.2

Nov, Brown Treat, p. 12

Gross Motor PD2

Trust and Relationships SE2

PD2.1

Oct, Big Dinosaur Steps, p. 48

SE2.1

Oct, Dino Play, p. 47

SE2.2

PD2.2

Nov, Drive and Sing, p. 34

Nov, Harvest Tossing Game, p. 20

PD2.3

Oct, I Want to Be, p. 64

Feelings and Emotions SE3
SE3.1 Oct, Felt Faces, p. 71

SE3.2

Fine Motor PD3

Nov, I Feel Thankful, p. 30

Self-Regulation SE4
Nov, Scarecrow Pose, p. 15

SE4.1

PD3.1 Sep, Swishy, Swashy,
r:
First QuarteSponges, p. 15 er
PD3.2 Oct, Orange-Scentedr,
Novemb
Playdough,
p. 63
ber, Octobe
Septem
PD3.3 Nov, Little Boy Blue’s Horn, Part 1, p.
12
Safety Awareness and Self-Care PD4
Sep, Follow the Friend, p. 13
CE

PD4.1

RACY
LANGUAGE/LITE
APPROACHES TO LEARNING

Language L1
Receptive
Curiosity,
p. 31
Initiative, Risk-Taking
AL1
More Shoes,
Sep, Shoes and
L1.1

PD4.2

SCIEN

Nov, Using a Napkin, p. 36
SC1
and Inquiry
Observation
CREATIVE
Magnets, p. 50 ARTS
SC1.1 Oct,
Bag, p. 19
Visual
ArtsNov,
CA1In the
SC1.2

AL1.1 Sep, What’s in the Sock?, p. 33
CA1.1 Oct,
Dinosaure SC2
Language L2
Physical Scienc Tracks, p. 49 p. 66
Expressive
,
p. 14
Creative
Thinking, Problem
here,
Solving,
Everyw
Reasoning AL2 CA1.2 Sep, Oct,
Imagination Station
I Can Find Red
SC2.1 Fasten Up Collage, Part 2, p. 37
L2.1 Sep,Sep,
AL2.1
Where Does it Go?, 35
p. p. 34
Music CA2
SC3
Sep, On and Off,
Life Science
ls, p. 22
AL2.2L2.2Sep, Shoe Sounds, p. 32
Me and Anima
19
CA2.1 Sep, Mr.
All About
Sep,Leaf,
Part 2, p. 31
In and Out, p.
SC3.1
Nov,
AL2.3L2.3Nov, Fill the Basket, p. 16
CA2.2 Nov, Musical
N/A Patterns, p. 35
ng L3
SC3.2
Readi
l
ationa
FoundEngagement,
t SC4
Attention,
Persistence
p. 13 AL3
Environmen
and
Ready,
Movement
e
and
Dance
Getting
CA3
Scienc
Sep,
Earth
AL3.1 L3.1
er Today, p. 11
Nov, Playdough Sensory Bin, p.
35
CA3.1 Nov, Three
What Is the Weath
Books, p. 17
SC4.1 Sep,Little Turkeys, p. 32
Sep, Circles in
L3.2
Memory
and Reflection AL4 row, p. 14
Dramatic
PlayN/A
and Imagination CA4
SC4.2
Nov, Build a Scarec
AL4.1 L3.3
Oct, I Wish
I Were a Pilot, p. 64 48
CA4.1 Sep, Grandparents Role Play, p. 18
urs, p.
Oct, More Dinosa
L3.4
CA4.2 Nov, Silly Scarecrow Puppet, Part 2, p.
15
Writing L4
16
Red Writing, p.
DUALSep,
LANGUAGE
AL STUDIES
LEARNERS
L4.1

SOCI

Receptive Language DL1

MATH

DL1.1 Oct, Bat, Bat, Come Under My Hat, p.
67tions M1
tity, Opera
er Sense, Quan
Numb
Expressive
Language DL2
Pairs, p. 44
Oct, Dinosaur
M1.1
DL2.1 Oct,
Fly to Colors, p. 65
M1.2 N/A
M2
Spatial Sense
Geometry and
e, p. 67
Triangle Collag
M2.1 Oct,
20
and Down, p.
Vegetables Up
M2.2 Nov,

M3
nt and Data
Measureme
p. 53
Big and Little Toys,
M3.1 Oct,
row, p. 14
Measuring a Scarec
M3.2 Nov,
M4
g, Reasoning
g/Classifyin
Patterns, Sortin
Socks, p. 32
Match Shoes and
M4.1 Sep,
p. 23
Body Parts Match,
M4.2 Sep,
M4.3
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N/A

Events SS1
History and
Toys, p. 55
Taking Care of
SS1.1 Oct,
31
giving Party, p.
Thankful Thanks
SS1.2 Nov,
SS2
Representation
and Symbolic
Geography
p. 21
and My Family,
Me
All About
SS2.1 Sep,
SS3
y, Community
Culture, Famil
20
p.
Harvest Days,
©
SS3.1 Nov,
FunShine Express
, p. 16
Grandparents
SS3.2 Sep,
, p. 28
Washing Dishes
SS3.3 Nov,
SS4
Technology
t, Economics,
Governmen
65
p.
Safe Crossings,
SS4.1 Oct,
p. 20
Harvest Days,
SS4.2 Nov,
, p. 18
Farmers Market
s
SS4.3 Nov,
© FunShine Expres

Coming Soon! Digital Assessment
Digital Assessment and Portfolios Using FunShine Digital
FunShine Digital is developing features to help you streamline your day so you can focus on engaging
with children. With this in mind, we are currently developing FunShine Digital Assessments. This area
of our website will include a digital portfolio for each child, complete with any photos or videos,
observation notes, and proficiency levels of all assessed skills. This will allow you to record assessments
from within FunShine Digital, saving you valuable time!
Additional Benefits of Using FunShine Digital Assessments
All Child Progress Report information will be conveniently stored in FunShine Digital, so it is not
necessary to keep physical portfolios. With a few clicks, you will be able to see reports of children who
have mastered a skill and a list of children who may need more practice. The FunShine Assessment
tool will suggest several activities to help you provide more practice using those skills. Simply preview
the suggested activities, add your selections to your Folder, and click-and-drag the activities into your
calendar. With the power of FunShine Digital at your fingertips, locating activities to provide extra
practice will be easier than ever.
Watch our website and emails for information about the release and new training dates.
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Tips for Making Observations and Assessments
with Dual Language Learners (DLLs)
Assessing DLLs in your classroom may seem like a daunting task, but many skills you will assess do
not require speaking skills. When Indicators do require speaking skills, you can always ask a parent or a
bilingual teacher to help.
One of the best things you can do to prepare to assess DLLs is to watch
recorded lessons with young children on mute, making anecdotal
records of behaviors you see. Watch the children as they gesture,
indicate quantity or size using their hands, make eye contact, share,
grasp objects and writing utensils, handle books, balance, etc. As you
learn to note the actions taking place, you will begin to see children
displaying Indicator skills without thinking about their language skills.
As you make observations, watch for children drawing shapes, sorting
objects in different ways, making writing marks from left to right, using
props in play, persisting in difficult activities, asking for help, etc. (Florez, 2015)
For Indicators requiring language skills, employ the help of the child’s parents or bilingual teachers to
observe the child using the home language and/or English. Watch the child interact with other children
and the bilingual adult, noting back-and-forth conversation, nonverbal communication skills, etc. Talk
with the bilingual adult after the observation to get more information about what you saw. Did you see
the child using both languages? Just the home language? Can the child demonstrate the Indicator in his
home language? We must remember that the child is developing language skills in both languages, and
while he may not be able to demonstrate understanding of a skill in English, he may show mastery of
the skill in his home language.
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Tips for Making Observations and Assessments
with Children with Learning Disabilities
When you consider authentic assessment of children with learning disabilities, be sure to apply the
planning and adjustments you are making during your regular activities. In other words, if you have
adaptations built in for the child during regular activities, be sure the same adaptations are in place
when you observe him.
Consider the following when you plan to observe a child with learning disabilities in your class:
•

Communicating – Be sure to use the same strategies for communicating with the child during the
observation. If you normally employ sign language, gestures, or simplified questions, then do so
now.

•

Routine – Try not to stray from your normal routine before an observation. The child will be more
comfortable and confident if the routine is unchanged.

•

As with all children, do not compare the child to others in the class. You should only be comparing
the child’s previous observation to the current one. Make your observations objective, without
opinions.

•

Look for and record even the smallest changes in the child’s behavior in a skill.

•

After completing the observation and assessment, be sure to self-assess. Ask yourself, “Which
adaptations helped the child be most successful? Which adaptations did not appear to help the
child? What other strategies could I use to help the child?”

•

Make and share a list of 2-3 things parents can do with the child at home to support the child’s
learning.

•

Ask specialists on your child’s team to help with assessing your observations and make
recommendations for instructional strategies you can use to help the child grow.

•

Consider inviting the specialists to your parent meeting to discuss observations and plans moving
forward.
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